
 
A centralized  
management  
tool for proactive 
business!

An application to manage 
your hotels from anywhere 
in real time
From any screen fitted with a network connection,  
you can access data on your hotel group’s mana-
gement.

You get an overview of the figures or statistics 
either for the whole group or for a single hotel. 
It lets you check availabilities, planning per room 
and type of room, daily and monthly closing out, 
consolidated results and estimated booking of 
your group’s hotel for the day, the week, the 
month and up to three years ahead.

Connected data secured by 
the SaaS Cloud architecture
The online tool to help you analyze centralized 
data from the Medialoghôtel PMS, to identify the 
demand, the context and to reposition your offer.

This solution is supported by the unique local 
and SaaS Cloud architecture from Medialog that  
guarantees security, updates and visualization in 
real time of business in the group.

.  Management data displayed per hotel group  
or per hotel

. Visualization of available rooms

. Visualization of bookings

. Visualization of arrivals and departures

.  Consultation of your hotels’ statistics including 
occupancy rate, mean price and RevPar

.  Summary of the daily total per hotel and per 
revenue category

. Consolidation of the turnover per hotel

. Unlimited number of hotels in the group

. Data export in Excel format

Functions

WEB APPLICATION FOR MULTIPROPERTY  
MANAGEMENT OF HOTEL GROUPS

webdispo 
A single tool to  
manage everything 
wherever you  
may be!



.  Hotline identical to your PMS subscription formula,
   up to 7 days a week, 24 hours a day
. Personalized assistance: technical and user support
. Accredited training by Medialog experts
. Regular updates of the application
. Design and upgrading of solutions in partnership with the client

.   Multi-devices Web Application

.   Multilingual solution

.   Secured access to your account with Medialog

.   Multi-property dashboard

.   Visualization in real time of consolidated data from the

.   Medialoghôtel PMS

.   Compatible with Windows and Mac OSx

.   Mobile use

Technical Specificities

Associated Services 

Drive your business!

Medialog, designer of innovative  
and alternative digital solutions 

Our customer-base includes a wide network in the hotel industry.  
We plan ahead for their needs and offer innovative solutions with  
cutting-edge technology.

Our software is entirely designed in France by our teams and addresses  
all types of businesses in the hotel and restaurant industry  
and yield management activities.  
 
We want our products to be ergonomic, intuitive and user-friendly.  
They help optimize time spent on daily tasks for enhanced sales  
effectiveness and improved quality of service and customer satisfaction.

Medialog, hailed for its new product designs, is recognized as  
an innovative company for its solutions.

mail@medialog.fr 
sales@medialog.fr

33 (0)1 44 24 05 04

150 boulevard Masséna  
75013 Paris

www.medialog.fr

 A digital solution
designed  

by Medialog

webdispo


